Company Profile

Ink Vision, manufacturer of inkjet
inks based in Israel.
Founded by a leading team of veterans in the
field of Inkjet printing with a vast experience in
the Digital market.
Today, Ink Vision with state-of-the-art facilities
and high-tech laboratory led by experienced
R&D chemists and automated production line
capabilities enable the highest quality and
ensures steadiness of the ink quality, Ink Vision is
considered a major force in the Inkjet markets.
With the capacity to produce a wide range of
products such as: Solvent based inks, UV & UV LED

based inks and Water base (textile and signage)
inks. Ink Vision inks excellent performance
includes wide gamut, high scratch resistance,
super elastic, thermoforming and much more.
With a global distribution, on-demand technical
support and a full portfolio of solutions to fit any
type of printing business, Ink Vision offers a full
turnkey solution and sets a high standard that
meets the printing industry ever changing arena.
On top of the full portfolio of products and in order
to meet specific customer’s needs, Ink Vision has
the capacity to custom-develop inkjet products
in order to fit any specific printer and application,
a true customer-oriented manufacture.
Our digital ink’s quality matches the most rigorous
industry standards, enabling the OEMs to stand
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We, at Ink Vision, utilize our agile formulation
capabilities and highest quality control to fulfill
these tailored orders and ensure customer’s
satisfaction.
behind the products and fulfill their customers’
ink needs, while keeping their own cost structures
and profit margins.

With a vest network of partners around the
globe, Ink Vision is leading the markets with our
high-quality inkjet inks, Ink Vision’s partnership
network is growing every year.

Ink Vision takes care of manufacturing, under the
OEM label. Our service includes the provision of
necessary health, safety and environmental (HSE)
documentation to reduce overall handling for the
OEM.
Print-head manufacturers, system integrators and
industrial corporations often need customized
ink, primer or coating technology for novel
applications and specific projects such as new
fashion lines, seasonal items, updated signage,
etc.
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